Super-Brainiac Quiz

Episode 1: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

1. In which country was Mozart born? ......................

2. Mozart was born in which year? .......................

3. How old was Mozart when he wrote his first symphony? ....................

4. What is the collective name for a group of musicians who would play a symphony? ....................

5. Name 3 different instruments you would find in an orchestra:

........................................  ......................................  ......................................

6. A starling inspired Mozart to write a concerto for which instrument? ....................

7. At what age did Mozart premier his first opera La Finte Semplice? ....................
8. What was the name of Mozart’s wife? .................., and in which city did he meet her? ..................

9. Mozart had a fierce rivalry with which fellow-composer? ..................

10. Complete the titles of Mozart’s Operas:
The Marriage of ..................... Giovanni
The Magic .......................

11. A Requiem is a composition written for what occasion? ......................

12. How old was Mozart when he died? ......................
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1. In which country was Mozart born? **Austria**

2. Mozart was born in which year? **1756**

3. How old was Mozart when he wrote his first symphony? **8**

4. What is the collective name for a group of musicians who would play a symphony? **An orchestra**

5. Name 3 different instruments you would find in an orchestra. **Any 3 orchestral Instruments**

6. A starling inspired Mozart to write a concerto for which instrument? **Piano**

7. At what age did Mozart premier his first opera, *La Finte Semplice?** **12**

8. What was the name of Mozart’s wife? **Constanze Weber**
9. Mozart had a fierce rivalry with which fellow-composer? **Salieri**

10. Complete the titles of Mozart’s Operas: The Marriage of **Figaro**; **Don Giovanni**; The Magic **Flute**

11. A Requiem is a composition written for what occasion? **Funeral**

12. How old was Mozart when he died? **35**
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